Character’s and their Origins

This is a complete list of Character’s in Tolkien’s novel’s and their origins (if any)

**Elves**- Created by Eru in order to populate Arda

**Men**- Also created by Eru, But were Second Born

**Ainur**- Eru’s very first creation, somewhat Demigods that don’t reproduce

**Valar**- Former Ainur who are confined to Ea (The physical world)

**Dwarves**- Created by Aule (one of the Valar)

**Hobbits**- Their origin is unknown, but they are closely related to Human’s, and have been in Middle-Earth for a long time

**Ents**- Their origin is unknown.

**Great Eagles**- Their origin is unknown

**Wizards**- Their origin is unknown although it is possible that they are related to the Valar

**Orcs**- created by Melkor in imitation of Elves

**Trolls**- Another of Melkor’s creation’s in imitation of Ents

**Goblins**- Their origin is unknown, but they are possibly an imitation of Dwarves

**Dragons**- Their origin is unknown

**Balrogs** - created by Melkor

**Wargs**- Their origin is unknown, but they are possibly descendants of Carcharoth, who was made by Melkor

**Giant Spiders**- Their origin is unknown